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END-FIRE RADIATION FROM PLANAR AND LARGE CYLINDRICAL ARRAYS
A technique based on this idea, which does not require any large matrix inversion, has been recently introduced and applied to the analysis of an array of uniform slits on a conducting ground plane, considering the radiators as "one mode" elements [7] . This report extends the results of [7] in three respects:
• The practical case of circular apertures in a triangular arrangement is considered.
• A technique for enhancing radiation in directions close to endfire is developed, based on the idea of modifying mutual coupling among elements, through the us * of matching networks in the waveguides feeding the elements. 1
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• An approximate simple method for the analysis of the radiation of a finite cylindrical structure for axial scan has been introduced.
In Section 2 the formalism for planar arrays is very briefly discussed.
Computed examples are presented in Section 3, focusing the attention on the influence of element matching networks on array endfire or quasi endfire radiation. In Section 4 it is shown how the planar array results can be useful in cylindrical array performance evaluation.
The development in this report is based on the algebraic technique developed in Reference [7] , which for reasons of brevity, will be assumed familiar to the reader.
Edge Effects in Planar Periodic Arrays
The structure investigated consists of a periodic array having as elements circular waveguides terminated on a ground plane. The elements are arranged in a triangular grid and the array is infinite in y direction and has a finite length in x direction. The lattice geometry is indicated in Figure 1 . The elements in each infinite column are assumed to be in phase: thus only scan in a plane orthogonal to the array edge will be considered.
Free array excitation is considered, i.e., the elements are excited by a set of incident waves in the element waveguides.
The polarization is in the plane of scan and the waveguides are filled with a dielectric material having a dielectric constant e = 2» 5. A matching network, located far enough from the aperture not to interfere with the evanescent waveguide mode, completes the idealized element.
In order to simplify the analysis, the functional form of the element electrir: transverse field distribution is assumed independent of scan condition and equal to that of the fundamental waveguide mode polarized in the x direction. Thus, the element interactions are assumed to effect only the element relative complex voltage levels. For small elements and polarization in the plane of scan this approximation has proved to be very good in infinite array analysis, and it can be safely conjectured that this will be true in the finite case also. The relative complex levels of the element voltage where standard normalization has been used (see for example [8] ).
In Equation ( (the appropriate branch of Equation (4) being chosen in order to satisfy radiation condition), k and rj are free space propagation constant and characteristic impedance. The various integrals in Equation (3) must be calculated for v = rmr/h, as the notation indicates.
To avoid the direct matrix inversion Equation (2), through a series of manipulations (described in detail in [7] ) the following Neumann series is obtained:
where m(i) are the set of vectors
M is a matrix whose columns are the vector m(i). Y(i) is the active admittance for a uniform excitation and a phase progression equal to 2iri./N for an infinite reference array with the same elements and spacing. D is a diagonal matrix whose elements different from zero are given by Y(i), (suitably ordered) and:
Once the aperture voltages are found, the element active admittances and array patterns are determined through standard procedures (see for example [7] ).
Since this investigation aims at determining the scan limitations of a finite array, the attention will be mainly focussed on endfire or quasi endfire scan. It is apparent that the realized gain pattern of the array in the direction <>i scan (gain referred to the power of the "free excitation" :.e., including mismatch loss) depends essentially upon the nature of the network located in the element waveguide. In an infinite array it is possible to match the structure for radiation in any assigned direction (different from endfire).
In a finite array instead the input admittance is different for each element, ' ■ "-r~■■■" -■ ./^wanajwB UNCLASSIFIED and a perfect match of the array can be obtained only by using different matching networks for different elements. However, it is physically clear that placing in each element transmission line equal networks which would yield perfect match at a direction close to grazing angle for an infinite array will improve endfire or quasi endiire radiation. This is obtained, of course, at the expense of broadside gain. 
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